
Will we be finished counting university applicants? Or introductory campaign of 2022! 

 

A past introductory campaign brought enough agitations all, who is wanted to fight for 

each the student in the conditions of corona virus, variable terms of entry and handing over of 

EIE (enter independent estimation). However, as far as heavy will be terms of entry this year 

nobody, even, could not imagine: new terms of handing over of EIE, entry to bachelor, in a city 

council, scattering of potential university entrants all over the world, not possibility to enter to 

Ukrainian high school, because the Ukrainian students are on uncontrolled territory, taken out by 

invaders to the country of aggressor and other moments that require the decision of most 

questions at the level of the state. Like creation of other reasons of encouragement and return to 

Ukraine, to the entry in Ukrainian high school of those children of graduating students, who was 

taken out by parents outside Ukraine, especially in those countries, where more simple and free 

terms of entry of all persons are interested compare with our. It follows to take into account, that 

war in Ukraine proceeds and safety of residence in a country does not exist for any patriots. 

Because, when sirens a resounding in Kharkiv or Lviv, it are identically terrible for all and their 

family. And in this minute already there is not a dilemma where to enter: there, wherever sirens 

exist, or there (in those cities and high school), where was born and grew, however already in 

second times forced to hide from bombing in the different cities of Ukraine. Undoubtedly, each, 

who is under permanent bombing, to try, if are not yourself, so a child to take out abroad. There 

potential university entrants, present graduating students can work together with adults for the 

sake, to help family to survive. Therefore have absence of competition on some specialties that 

were popular in that year, but also outflow of students, from 2nd, 3rd and, even, 4th courses, 

because they now must work difficult. And about a future profession they will take care then, 

because for them studies today already not main, but main is simple to survive! And if to add to it 

the high costs of contracts in some high school, quite does become sadly: will we who really 

teach in this year!? And if we will not collect the determined amount of university applicants, can 

we to leave in universities high-professional specialist, professors whose are meticulously 

selected, with whom it is passed and exhaust already many accreditation on new requirements, 

and, who has large luggage of scientific developments and publications and others like that!?  

 The first recommendations to put on a budget showed that our foresights had been carried 

out: level of passing score on economic specialties is not simply high, but very overpriced, if take 

to attention in which events and how most graduating students of Ukrainian schools ended a 

school year, as it was them to hand over EIE and other forms of estimation that was offered in 

this year. And to hope that will collect thus anymore contracted, it is too very weak hope, if to 

pay attention to ten times less of application that was given in this year compare with last years. 

Undoubtedly, we will yet expect the second wave of reception, but it already will be yet less set, 

than on the first.  

Today we have those applicants, who in this year it was succeeded to encourage and leave 

in the country. But we will over and over continue to tell that our education is the best, if all 

foreign high school is ready to accept our university entrants and continue the studies of our 

students. 

 Sincerely greeting all teachers with beginning of educational 2022-2023 New Years and, 

without regard to the prolonged martial law, wish to all a health, activity and a faith is not only in 

our high trade education, but also in our future victories on this way of life!  

 Infinitely thank Military powers of Ukraine that provide possibility to begin educational 

New Year with a light faith in victory and wonderful future of our country. 
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